10  AFRICA UNITE
15  BELLY FULL
      a.k.a. THEM BELLY FULL (BUT WE HUNGRY)
27  COMING IN FROM THE COLD
21  CONCRETE JUNGLE
36  COULD YOU BE LOVED ×
52  EASY SKANKING
43  EXODUS ×
57  GET UP, STAND UP
61  GUAVA JELLY
65  I SHOT THE SHERIFF
73  I'M HURTING INSIDE
      a.k.a. Hurting Inside
78  I'M STILL WAITING
89  IRON LION ZION
83  IS THIS LOVE ×
95  JAMMIN’ ×
112  LICK SAMBA
101  LIVELY UP YOURSELF
127  MELLOW MOOD
117  NATURAL MYSTIC
123  NICE TIME
132  NO WOMAN NO CRY
148  ONE LOVE
140  PLEASE DON'T ROCK MY BOAT
157  REDEMPTION SONG ×
152  SMALL AXE
163  SO MUCH TROUBLE IN THE WORLD
176  SOUL REBEL
181  STIR IT UP
169  SUN IS SHINING
187  THANK YOU LORD
193  THREE LITTLE BIRDS
197  WAITING IN VAIN
204  WHO THE CAP FIT
209  WHY SHOULD I